
Chapter 249 

The Spring Festival is coming, and the weather is getting warmer all over the country, but it can't be in 

the tea market. The temperature is still very cold. Heavy snow, goose feather like snow is a little 

exaggerated, but the snow is really not small. 

 

Although the snow is heavy, it still can't stop people from celebrating the festival. The pedestrian roads 

on both sides of the gate of the municipal hospital have been occupied by peddlers, which is also a 

feature. Usually in this place, you can sell sweet potatoes, not to mention stalls, and the urban 

management can drive you away every minute. 

 

When there are meetings in the city, many relevant bosses gather in the urban area and have constant 

entertainment. In recent years, European and American cultures have been invaded severely, and many 

Chinese cultures have been invaded and fragmented. The simplest one is not enough after dinner. I have 

to go through a long journey. 

 

But these bosses are not young. Sometimes one-stop really has more than enough heart but less 

strength. A few years ago, they were all kinds of Indian divine medicine and divine oil. However, this 

thing really hurts people and is too dependent. It is used many times and is directly discarded. 

 

 

But when a drug for treating heart disease was magically transformed into a male god drug, it spread 

like an electric current. Of course, this thing is not something that ordinary people can afford to play. 

 

 

When it is a heart medicine, it is estimated that the price can not exceed 10 yuan a tablet at most. It is 

still the currency of China. But as soon as it turns around, after the treatment is not carried out, the 

price suddenly soars because of small side effects and no dependence. One tablet is said to be a genuine 

drug in Europe and America, and the price is between 300 and 400. 

 

 

Many bosses can't see their brother when they get up. This is like a life-saving thing, which quickly swept 

the world. Warm and full of thoughts * *, but people can only look at color and sigh when they are old 

and weak. Now help is coming. Sildenafil citrate is coming. This thing is used to cure diseases, but how 

many people really use this thing to cure diseases? The world is so hot that people without energy can't 

buy genuine products. The market is full of a large number of fake medicines. 

 

 

After the holiday, the bosses who had worked hard for a year began to live an intoxicated life. Wang 

Congzhong was a lucky man who came from the mainland to work here in his early years. Smart, hard-

working, winking, and very cosmopolitan. I don't know how, I suddenly developed in a certain year. 



 

 

Chain supermarkets have opened all over the tea vegetable city. Because of their good operation and 

means, they are crying bitterly at Vientiane exchange. This is not enough. Then he entered the driving 

school industry with strong capital, which directly monopolized the driving school market in the whole 

frontier. 

 

This kind of person is not an ordinary boss. There is nothing you want, but age and body, whether you 

are the boss or not, it will not work when it should not. 

 

 

Sildenafil saved his only hobby, the life Secretary became more and more obedient, and the big and 

small ladies were happy. He also felt that he had become a truly successful person. It's getting better 

day by day. 

 

At the end of the year, he had to invite some people to dinner and drink. He also participated in the 

game excitedly, because there were too many female tigers at home, and the amount of sildenafil was 

increasing. 

 

Because of the excitement of drinking, I ate four tablets at one time, and then it was dark. There were 

accidents while playing. First, I was flustered and had difficulty breathing. 

 

Several women were scared to death. Those who had seen the world had never seen such a situation. 

They suddenly fell to the ground, their faces turned red and blue, their purple lips gasped sharply. Is this 

still a man just as fierce as a tiger“ Help! " Women's screams rang through the star hotels. 

 

Clothes were too late to wear. After covering a layer of bath towel naked, he carried it up to 120. The 

hall manager's face was scared white. Even if there is a backstage, there should be no accident. If this 

character dies in his class, it is estimated that he will be the scapegoat in the end. It's estimated that if 

he can't pass the year, he'll pack up and leave! 

 

Boss Wang is not simple. He has a bank loan of several hundred million. He can't repay the bank loan 

even if he sells all his industries. At this time, others don't know whether they are nervous or not. 

Several presidents of the bank are worried. For half an hour, there were all kinds of Audi parked in the 

hospital courtyard. 

 

Although Zhang Fan has come out from the anorectal department, he has a good relationship with Chen 

Yan. Chen Yan's brother is a little uncomfortable at night, so Chen Yan calls Zhang Fan. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan listens, no matter how busy he is, he has to take a look. After all, it's his own 

operation. He must be responsible to the end“ Swallow, it's all right. It's just that the fistula is a little 

inflamed. I'll tell them to change the medicine several times. " 

 

"Thank you. I'm really sorry. I called you again in the evening. " 



 

"It's okay. Why are you polite to me? You look haggard these days. Pay attention to rest. I'll go first. Call 

me if you need anything. Don't be embarrassed. " Zhang Fan said. 

 

"Well! I'll see you off! " Chen Yan and Zhang Fan walked out of the hall. 

 

"Go back! It's very cold. You wear less. Don't catch a cold. " After waiting for Chen Yan to return, Zhang 

Fan went to drive. As a result, when he went to the emergency department, he saw the director in his 

heart. 

 

"Director, what's the matter?" If you borrow money from others, you must look like borrowing money. 

It's right to say that you have short hands. What else can you do when the heart director is in the 

emergency department! 

 

"Zhang Fan, just in time, change your clothes quickly. A patient is coming. The dean is expected to arrive 

soon. It is said to be a very special patient. " 

 

"Good!" Zhang fanlisuo went to change his white coat. When people speak, they don't have to help 

others, and Zhang Fan is also very curious about what kind of patient they are. 

 

Originally, if a businessman of this level had no personal relationship with Ouyang, he could not disturb 

Ouyang even if he was ill and hospitalized, but Wang Congzhong was too powerful. On his way to 120, 

the major banks in the city quickly reported to their superiors, and then Ouyang had to come. 

 

During the period when she became the Dean, she was too busy to even care about her major, so 

generally, she was the commander and worked as the director below. When Zhang Fan changed his 

clothes, he was obedient. The director in his heart, the director outside his heart and the director of ICU 

were all alive. 

 

After a while, Ouyang also came. She glanced at Zhang Fan, but ignored him. Zhang Fan also knew that 

Ouyang was still angry these days and didn't come up to say hello. 

 

"Let me tell you something first. A boss in this city had difficulty breathing because he took an overdose 

of helpful drugs. It's already on its way to the hospital. The superior informed us that we should keep his 

life anyway, so everyone ~ ~ "Ouyang couldn't say any more. This shit. 

 

Not all orders will be executed thoroughly by the following people. Today, if you are on duty, save 

people and get injured, you don't need Ouyang to mobilize, but how can you mobilize this matter. 

 

They are all old doctors. You can see what happens at a glance. How to mobilize and give orders to 

others. Ouyang Zhang didn't open his mouth. After hesitating for more than ten seconds, he said. 

 

"Anyway, we are doctors and this is a hospital. I would like to emphasize that we should try our best to 

rescue anyone and any disease. This is our duty and obligation." With that, Ouyang also felt boring, so 



he stood at the door of the emergency department and waited. 

 

Zhang Fan tries his best to stand behind people. Ouyang is on fire now. It's not worthwhile to let others 

clean up. Now Zhang Fan is a person with a little face. 

 

"Woo! Woo! Woo! " Flashing purple lights and sobbing, 120 is coming. 

 

As soon as the door opened, "card!" When the stretcher was connected with the cart, the nurse and the 

doctor in the emergency department pushed the patient down. At this time, the bath towel on the 

patient slipped because of the tilt! 

 

"Hiss!" Ouyang took a breath with painful teeth. 

 


